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September 2018

Now that has to be a well
travelled Obiter Dicta. Jon
Neill sent us this from South
Africa where he was on his
50th birthday bash with wife
Jaci. He has also sent us an
insight into the areas he has
visited and plans to help. Full
story on p6

6th
Nigel Hildreth Celebration of Music in
Colchester.
Host/VoT: Harvey Faerestrand
13th

Jo Hockey, Headway

VoT/H&G Mary Beverley
20th

Alan Hayman

When families fail

The Pantomime Horse Derby Day

VoT/H&G Tony Dutch
27th

Business Meeting

OoR:

Bill Frame

High Street, Colchester
23rd September
11-3pm
in aid of Age Concern Colchester

October 2018
4th

Spreading the Word!!

Shaun Tyler - Exercise
and Back Pain

!Host/VoT Duncan Brown
!11th P a m C o x o n Yo u n g

people, life chances &
opportunities: A tale of two
Colchesters

!Host/VoT Nick Clarke
!18th Malkiat Singh - The Sikh
religion and way of life
!Host/VoT Andrew Crayston
!25th Business Meeting
!OoR David London
!
!

GRAND DINNER & DANCE!
in aid of Shelterbox!
13th October.!
Full details on p3.!

In this issue: President’s Ramblings, Kully Phagura, Colchester
Institute, Mysteries of the Memory in the Aged Mind, The Story of the
Moot Hall Organ, SA trip, Your childhood memories, Freewheelers and

more!
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& Colin Bennett

Many years ago, I was puzzled to
see a label on a food item boasting
“This product has been untouched
by human hand”. When I enquired
how that could be, I was told by
my older brother that the factory
workers turned up to work with
dexterous toes and no shoes and
socks. Is fiction becoming reality?
No, not in that sense. But
machines have been taking over
from men since the industrial
revolution and the speed of
progress has accelerated with the
advent of cheap computing power,
artificial intelligence and
satellites. My farming relative was
telling me over the weekend how
the combine harvesters latch onto
the satnav and basically do
everything leaving the driver only
with an observational role. The
machine knows the best speed in
relation to the crop yield, and
even summons the tractor and
trailer when it is ready
automatically to discharge the
harvest. Only today, I see that
Wilkins are helping develop an
automatic strawberry picking
machine which will recognise
colour size and texture. The
untouched by human hand label is
now a reality in so many areas.
But we, at Rotary are the human
hand which does touch the lives
of so many in so many areas. No
we cannot replace the jobs lost to
mechanisation, but we preserve
the individual touch to enrich the
community and provide assistance
when and where it is needed.
Shelterbox comes to mind,
providing valuable life saving
help to those Indians whose lives
have been torn apart by the floods
and monsoon. We have a black tie
dinner and dance in the Moot Hall
on 13th October in aid of
Shelterbox which will need
support from you and your friends
who would like to combine a
memorable and enjoyable evening
with humanitarian help for which
Rotary has always been renown.

!
!

!
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PRESIDENT’S RAMBLINGS

Lest We Forget
Until recently my only real exposure to any of the detail of World War One had been in my
‘O’ level history syllabus, and then it had seemed to be just a list of times, places and
people that I needed to remember in order to pass the exam. I’m not sure exactly what it
was that caused Julie and I to book our places on the “All Quiet on the Western Front”
coach tour, but I am so glad that we did.
I, like many others, have read about battles or perhaps seen some documentary footage on
news programmes as veterans from the war died. These events caused sorrow at some
level, but nothing like the anger, pity, pride and sadness that I experienced as I was taken
on a 3-day tour of battle sites, cemeteries, memorials and museums. The tour was brought
to life vividly by our tour guide, who had an encyclopaedic knowledge of the War, both
abroad and at home. At times I just felt lost amongst the scale of what had happened in
Flanders Fields over the course of 4 years – the battles, the lives lost, the gallantry and the
realisation that about 10 million people died fighting for their respective countries and
causes.
The most poignant moment for me was standing in the trenches that would have been
occupied by British soldiers at 7.30 am on July 1st 1916. I found it very difficult trying to
imagine how it would have felt. Would I have been proud and looking forward to charging
towards the enemy, believing that we would overrun them and live to fight another day, or
would I have been scared, hoping and praying that by some miracle I would not be killed.
Fortunately, I don’t think I will ever know the answer.

Cas
In Flanders Fields
In Flanders fields the poppies blow, Between the crosses, row on row, That mark our
place; and in the sky
The larks, still bravely singing, fly Scarce heard amid the guns below. We are the Dead.
Short days ago We lived, felt dawn, saw sunset glow,
Loved and were loved, and now we lie, In Flanders fields. Take up our quarrel with the
foe: To you from failing hands we throw
The torch; be yours to hold it high. If ye break faith with us who die We shall not sleep,
though poppies grow In Flanders fields. Major John McCrae - 1915

DIARY DATES:
14th Sept
23rd Sept

Wizard of Oz, Mercury Theatre
11-3 The Pantomime Horse Derby Day Colchester
High Street
5-7thOct
District Conference Grand Harbour Hotel Southampton
13th Oct
Black tie dinner at Moot Hall in aid of Shelterbox
30th Oct
Junior Choir Competition Heats 6pm to 9pm
1st Nov
Junior Choir Competition - Heat
6th Nov
Junior Choir Competition - Heat
8th Nov
Junior Choir Competition - Heats
9th Nov
Thursford
14th Nov
Junior Choir Competition - Final
Nov-Mar 2019 Mock job interviews at St Helena, TLA & Colchester
High School
Jan 2019
Youth Speaks Intermediate and Senior
April 2019
RYLA
May 2019
Youth Speaks Junior
June 2019
Careers Talks
Youth Committee: Throughout year Literacy programme at Iceni ongoing, on a weekly basis throughout the school year
and annual presentation of dictionaries.

Colin

!
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Meeting report - 2nd August Kully Phagura’s presentation on the Career
Ready Programme at Colchester Institute by Cas Morehen
The programme is made available to students in the
IT and Business faculties, as an addition to their
BTEC extended Diploma Course in I.T. or
Business. The BTEC is equivalent to 3 A levels,
and can be passed at 3 levels –
Pass, Merit and Distinction. The
BTEC is graded completely using
coursework projects, so is well
suited to students who prefer not
to sit exams. The students attend
the Institute 3 days per week, and
are expected to get employment
on a part-time basis to gain
experience of the world of work
and see the practical side of
modules that they complete on the
course, e.g. finance, H.R.,
retailing, marketing and team
work.

interviews, preparing for work, personal branding,
career pathways and assessment centres. Kully also
invited any Club members who might be interested
in delivering a Masterclass to contact her.
The internships take place either
locally, or may involve travelling
further afield to say London. They
last for 4 to 6 weeks and the students
are generally paid. The students have
a structured programme to follow
during the internship and it is a great
opportunity for the student to
experience all aspects of full-time
employment. Companies will often
use interns to complete one-off
projects that they have not been able
to find time to do. One intern recently
helped with the design and
implementation of a recognition
scheme for employees in a small
insurance company in London.

Alongside their studying for the
BTEC qualification, students can
apply to join the Career Ready
Workplace visits provide students
Programme. The students will
with the opportunity to see the
attend an interview, and if
President Cas
practical application of some of the
successful, are admitted to the
with Kully
business theory they have been
Career Ready Programme. There
reading about and studying. Students
are four main benefits that a
also
get the chance to ask questions of
student gains – they are assigned a mentor, they
employees
and
business
owners and get their
attend masterclasses, they participate in an
opinions
on
employment,
marketing and career
internship and they visit workplaces.
opportunities. Kully finished by stating that she felt
Mentors work with the students on a 1:1 basis and
that the Career Ready Programme added so much
meet up about once per month. The mentor helps to
to the development of her students and helped
bridge the gap between education and the
many of them to make well-informed decisions
workplace and will give input on key activities that
about their future career paths.
are relevant to the student such as interviewing
techniques, writing a C.V., goal-setting and
organisational skills. The mentor may arrange
GRAND DINNER & DANCE
visits to their businesses to help the student
in aid of SHELTERBOX
develop an understanding of the requirements of
13th October
their particular industry. The mentor can also help
the student to identify opportunities for selfMC for the evening & live
development and provide them with practical
entertainment by Steve Williams. Dancing to Solid
experiences to bring about those changes. Advice
Gold (50s to 70s band)
is also given about “next steps” in their career
4 course meal & pay bar
path and the mentor can help broaden the
7.00 for 7.30pm. Carriages at midnight
perspective of the student as to what they can do
Dress code: Black tie
once they leave the Institute. Kully was keen to
Moot Hall, Town Hall, High
encourage Club members to consider being
Street, Colchester CO1 1PJ
mentors and mentioned that Cas had been
mentoring for the last seven years.

!

!

The Masterclasses are presented by local business
people and deal with a variety of topics relevant
to the student’s self-development, such as “know
yourself”, communication and networking,

Tickets from Colin Bennett or
Stephen Penrose.
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Meeting report: 9 August - Mysteries of Memory in the Aged Mind - Vanessa M Loaiza,
PhD, Dept of Psychology, University of Essex by Mary Beverley

This was a talk we were all looking forward to… at least
those of us who
remembered Vanessa
was our speaker today!
Vanessa is a cognitive
psychologist teaching
and researching in to the
human memory across
the life span. She talked
about how memory
works, the changes with
age and how to improve
our memory.
Episodic Memory: First
we were asked to take a
recall and recognition
test. A number of words
were flashed on to the
President Cas with
screen and we tried to
Vanessa
remember as many as
possible. At the end of
the test we had to write
these down. Needless to say, some of us went blank and
some mis-remembered ! Some of us did quite well but if
we had been asked to recall the words tomorrow, I
expect we would have struggled. The time delay would
have meant we had forgotten most of the words, mislaid
our glasses and car keys several times and forgotten
what we’d had for dinner and watched on TV!
Another test presented doctored photos and “fake news”
… one of President Bush on holiday meeting a sports
star and one of President Obama shaking hands with the
President of Iran. Neither event happened, but several of
us quite clearly remembered the occasions they were
supposed to portray! Interestingly in the same study
done in America, more liberals “remembered” the Bush
photo and more conservatives the Obama pic.
Semantic or Vocabulary Memory: We were not let off
the hook yet and had a further test of choosing
synonyms. I’m a great fan of synonyms and Roget’s
Thesaurus is my preferred bed time reading, so I loved
this test! The semantic or vocabulary memory is learned
across our lifetime. Apparently we did rather better than
Vanessa’s students… but then our average age indicates
that we have a few more years of learning and life
experiences under our belts than most undergraduates!
So how does memory change with age?
Episodic
memory declines and semantic memory increases. Quite

!
!
!!
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often we will remember a face but not a name or the
context.
The episodic memory
encodes and recalls specific details
and is dependent on the functions
of the hippocampus and pre-frontal
cortex. It is the “last to arrive and
first to go” with ageing.
How can you improve memory?
Although doing repeated brain
Mary B
training like crosswords and sudoku
can be helpful, it is more beneficial
to add tasks that are either similar
to the training or even dissimilar. For example physical
exercise such as stretching is good for the brain but
aerobic exercise, strength exercise and exercising
socially is more beneficial. Likewise playing bridge
with friends is more beneficial than doing the crossword
on your own.
Strategies:Relate new information you receive to what
you already know. make information meaningful and
relevant to yourself. use and develop your semantic/
vocabulary memory: leave yourself clues. society is
ageing but also ageist, so be kind to yourself and others.
Questions: Colin B asked about music and memory and
Vanessa explained how music can be a cue to a memory.
We are all aware of how a song or piece of music can
transport us back in time to a particular event,
experience or emotion. How is it we all remember the
lyrics to songs from our distant past?
Dementia
sufferers can be soothed by music from their earlier
years
Alan T asked about early autobiographical memories and
whether they are real or whether the person concerned
has been told something happened in early childhood.
Vanessa said it was hard to prove either way. In
research, confirmation can be sought from other family
members but it is also possible that the other family
members are mis-remembering.
Bill F spoke about the “memory
room” for dementia sufferers at the
local mental health unit. Vanessa
remarked that the world can be a
very frightening place for dementia
patients and a memory room with the
right ambience can have a calming
effect.

Julia H

Sadly there was no more time for
questions but Vanessa can be
contacted by email on v.loaiza@essex.ac.uk and would
welcome volunteers to aid her research.
Julia H gave a warm vote of thanks.
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Meeting report - 16th August - The Story of the Moot Hall Organ - Nigel
Chapman & Honorary Borough Organist Ian Ray by Andrew Crayston

!

Moot Hall floor and taken to Harrison & Harrison
of Durham, the only remaining specialists. It has
been restored without money from Council funds
by the dogged determination of Nigel Chapman and
friends, for which we are much indebted.

!There are free recitals available
Colchester Town Hall is worthy
to stand with the wealth of
historic buildings which make
up the town’s unique heritage.
The masterpiece of its architect,
John Belcher, it is one of the
most exuberant and confident
municipal buildings in the
country, remarkable in the
richness of its design and
Above: Nigel
furnishings. At its heart lies the
Chapman
Moot Hall, graced by the
Below: Ian Ray
magnificent and splendidlycased concert organ.
The Moot Hall organ was
installed in 1902, as the focal
point to the newly constructed
Moot Hall. Over the years it
gradually fell into disrepair. Ian
Ray the honorary Borough
organist since 1988 along with
Nigel Chapman recounted its
interesting history to the Club. By 2002 at the time
that Nigel Chapman became Mayor it became
unplayable and he determined to try to get it
restored and with the help of The Friends of the
Colchester Organ, raised sufficient funds with the
help of the nationally renowned specialist Dr
William McVicker to make a successful lottery bid
for £416,000 in March 2013, and it is now restored
to its former glory with only a slight alteration to
the pitch to make it able to accompany other
orchestral instruments. The lottery fund otherwise
required all the original detail to be followed.

as below and
details of all events are shown on the Colchester
Organ Website. JANUARY-MARCH 2018
RECITALS IN THE MOOT HALL
Lunchtime recitals on the Moot Hall Organ for
January to March 2018 Entry free, with retiring
collection
for
the
Friends of
the Moot
Hall Organ.
1 P M ,
T U E S D AY
9
T
H
J A N U A RY
2 0 1 8 :
‘SOMETHING BORROWED’ - Philip Prior (St
Peter ad Vincula, Coggeshall) plays well-known
tunes in arrangements by various composers.
1PM, TUESDAY 13TH FEBRUARY 2018: ‘OLD
AND NEW’- Francis Knights (Fitzwilliam College,
Cambridge) juxtaposes Bach Preludes & Fugues
with music by Essex-bred composer Ivan Moody.
1PM, TUESDAY 13TH MARCH 2018: ‘ALFRED
THE GREAT’ (NOT THE ONE THAT BURNT
THE CAKES) -Ian Ray (Hon. Borough Organist)
plays music by Alfred Hollins including the
Trumpet Minuet and Song of Sunshine.

Thought for the week:

!

Be inspired by people who make
thoughtfulness an art. Raven Mardirosian

!!
Grandchildren on grandparents:
!
Grandparents are great - they know lots of

!Its original cost in 1902 was £1,000, it has 3000
pipes and was dismantled piece by piece on the
stories — and some of them are even true”.
!!
!
!
!
!
“
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Jon Neill’s South African trip - and another Colchester.

!While on holiday in South Africa Jon has visited one

of the largest townships in Cape Town and met a few
locals and after becoming so inspired with their
stories, he vowed to help them with some much
needed sports equipment. (Pictures here show the
township and how they live). On return to the UK he
will make contact with the chap he met, the
community leader, and will be putting together a plan
to send some help out to them and keep in touch.
Check out the hair salon picture.
A few days later they stumbled across a town
called Colchester, see info below and a picture.
Lying on the banks of the Sundays River, just 20
minutes’ drive from the coast of Port Elizabeth, lies
Colchester in a part of the country that remains
largely unspoilt, surrounded by sand dunes that date
back about 10,000 years.
Colchester residents are proud of their history. The
little town named after the oldest town in the United
Kingdom, apparently rose to challenge Port Elizabeth
as a port about a century ago. The driving force
behind the challenge was the engineer who had come
all the way from Westminster and who envisaged
Colchester as the railway centre for the Eastern Cape
Province.
Whilst the unique flow of the river made this area an
obvious location, today both residents and visitors are
only too happy to remain surrounded by natural
habitat, largely undeveloped, save for the recent
property boom. The dunes are estimated to be
between 6000 and 10,000 years’ old and rest upon
even older, compacted dunes that could date back a
great deal further.
The dunes are teeming with wildlife - bushbuck,
grysbok, bush pig and smaller animals like mice,
meercats and mongooses, which make these beautiful
hills made of sand, their home. Birders include
Colchester in their itinerary and river cruises along
the Sunday River reveal a wide variety of waders,
heron, duck, colonies of Cape and masked weavers,
and up to four different types of kingfisher. The
Colchester salt pans are home to the greater and lesser
flamingo, African pied avocet, the blue crane and a
number of other waders. Swimming in the tidal pool

!

is very popular, and the Addo Elephant Park is close
by.

!

In the grim concrete room lived, 2 mums 3 children
and an elderly mother, they had lived here for 12
years. The electric is stolen by tapping into the
mains overhead wires. “Yet the washing and whites
are the cleanest I have ever seen.” said Jon.

!
L & B: Check out
the satellite dishes
and the hair salon.

!
!

!

!

Colchester - T’other one ….

Colchester is known as the Jewel of the Sundays River. The town is situated along the N2 on the banks of the
Sundays River and bordered by magnificent sand dunes. Addo Elephant National
Park's South Gate and Camp Matyholweni is located right next to the village
while other game reserves are situated close by.
The tidal Sundays River finds its way through
villages and the Alexandria Dune Fields, and
provides opportunities for fishing, river cruises,
sand boarding, sand sledding, canoeing and
swimming. Various hiking trails are available in
the area while the dunes are home to various wild
animals and over 150 bird species. “Only 20
minutes from Port Elizabeth, Colchester is the ideal place to come and relax.”
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Do you remember …..growing up in the 50’s and 60’s?
What can you remember from growing up
in the 40s, 50s and 60s?
Just a few
memories from Jo:
Hand knitted tank tops. Tea after school
around the table with the rest of the family.
Every meal eaten at the table with no TV,
please and thank you and may I leave the
table? Corner shops with the proprietor
was usually a little old lady or man who
served you one item at a time. Flared
summer dresses and mountains of net
petticoats. Liberty bodice. Cars that
could be recognised at a distance
because they were all so different.
Sunday school. Teddy boys, mods and
rockers. Doing PE lessons in the
playground with scratchy coconut mats.
Making a Kazoo with a comb and tracing paper.
Maypole dancing. Nan’s old copper in the outhouse or
twin tubs. Plastic model kits for boys. Grazed knees with
scabs – those pavements and roads were rough. Drinking
milk from small bottles at school. Spud guns. Block
mascara. Black-and-white TV that went off after
midnight after the national anthem. Walking or taking
the bus everywhere. Dick Barton Special Agent. Gokarts with pram wheels.“Watch with mother”. Money
back on returned empty bottles. Putting newspapers or
magazines under the cushions of the armchairs. “The
street lights have come on - it’s time to go home”. Petrol
garage pumps where you were served at the pumps.
What are your memories?

!

From Ray G: Bill & Ben with little weed. Noddy and
Big Ears. Blackjacks for a farthing,
honeycomb for threepence. Little boys
and little girls wearing dresses. Being
taught knitting at school and my mum
going ballistic! Dad coming back with a
bar of summat on pay day. Travelling by
train on holiday. Rupert Bear annuals.
my weekly Eagle. Walking at night to
cubs. Running home
because
Journey into Space was on the radio.
Cycling everywhere. conkering etc!!
Getting the coal fire going with
newspaper covering the opening to
the fire. playing football in the street.
the first car in the street - a Standard
down the road. Picking up horse
plops after the rag and bone man had
been. Hoppalong Cassidy at the flicks. Going to my
mate’s house to watch the Coronation ‘cos we did not
have a telly. Church 3 times on a Sunday which included
Sunday School in the afternoon. short troos made by my
mum....even a blazer. Flying kites with my dad. Being
sent up to the bakers with a bob for a bakers dozen of
hot x buns at Easter time.

!

From Colin B: Everyone will recall the TV - black and
white, sometimes with an oil filled magnifying glass in
front of the screen to make it look bigger. Whirligig and
Mr. Pastry. Muffin the Mule. Intermission with a
windmill. Listen with mother singing Lavender Blue

dilly dilly and Once I Caught a Fish Alive. The shock
I had when seeing Sooty live and found he was gold
and not grey. Damp winter clothes. Ice on the inside
of bedroom windows. Paraffin heaters - Esso Blue.
Trolley buses. Sunday lunch with Billy Cotton's Band
Show. (Wakey -Wakey!) Holiday camps and
wheelbarrow races. Bomb sites. Park keepers. 4
pennies for the phone (Press button "A" caller).
Cinema queues and usherettes. Mum haggling
with the Rag and bone man. Bread to the door in a
wicker basket. Woodbine, Weights, Navy Cut and
Senior Service. Eagle (Dan Dare). Christmas
Rupert Annual. Rare treat of chicken. Fish and
chips for 5 and change from 10/- note. Sock
darning. Piano practice in icy front room.
Catapults.

!

And from Nick Clarke: A family priest that knew us
and visited the house. Christmas and preparing for Santa
was special. No TV and having to go to grandparents to
see the Coronation and Everest being climbed. Green
fields all around the village. Remembering Housewives
Choice music on the radio. No supermarkets but
shopkeepers who knew you.. Proper Arkwright type
shops who seemed to sell everything. The Kardoma café
in the High St with that great coffee smell outside the
shop. Being allowed with a friend to go and see Derby
County play football, a whole afternoon out alone at the
age of 12. Playing cricket in the garden with dad.
Feeling safe and being allowed to cycle miles by myself
to meet with friends. Singing in and having a large
Church Choir and earning money for a wedding and
funerals. Attending Sunday School and loving it. Getting
a Ladybird book at Primary school as a prize for the
best summer holiday book which we always had to
complete. Staying in caravans on holiday, reading,
writing whilst it always seemed to rain. Always
going to bed at night with a radio under my pillow
and listening to Radio Caroline. Having to take cod
liver oil. Having to wear short cord trousers at
school until I was 17. Dad’s car with long front
bench seats and gear levers on the steering
column. Listening to The Navy Lark on a
Sunday lunchtime. Flash bulbs on the camera
that needed replacing after each shot. Listening
to Test Match Special on the radio when we were
on holiday.

!

And David Jones: Going to school at age 3 with
my favourite Mickey Mouse gas mask. Going
down into the Anderson shelter which fairly quickly
filled with water and was then unusable. VE and VJ
street parties with a gigantic bonfire in the middle of the
road. The winter of 1947 when our snow barricade lasted
for weeks.

!!

You can’t say things were better or worse - they were
just different. It’s what you knew at the time and it
seemed liked the norm would go on forever. I wonder
what our grandchildren will think of as ‘the norm’ and
what the future holds in store for them….?

!
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RACING TO A GOOD RESULT

Age Concern, for a second year, the charity, is hosting the amazingly successful
Pantomime Horse Race along Colchester High Street on September 23rd.
Entrants from several charities and organisations will dress up in a colourful
array of pantomime horse outfits before competing. Those organisations
include Colchester Rotary Clubs - Colchester, Centurion, Trinity and, of
course, Forum as well as Colchester Foodback, the Samaritans, Essex Fire
Service and the Alzheimer’s Society.The first event last year was developed as
a fundraiser which went on to raise thousands of pounds for Age Concern
Colchester. The motivation was to get people thinking about old age in a
different way while organising a quirky day of fun for the town. This year
there is a twist, with competitors permitted to raise cash for any cause they
wish - so long as they enter a horse. Simon Prestney, chief executive of Age
Concern Colchester, has set a fundraising target of £10,000 for Age Concern
Colchester ahead of the race. Colchester High Street will be shut to traffic through to the town hall between 4am and 5pm,
making way for the race course and there will be stalls when Colchester market opens especially for the event and a fire
engine from Essex Fire Service will be available to tour. A champagne tent will be operating to cater to those wanting a bit
more of the Royal Ascot experience. Lanswood Property Development are the main sponsors of the event, with managing
director Darin Shaikly set to ride Lucky Lanswood. Why don’t you come along and join in the fun & support Forum’s horse?

!

!

FREEWHEELERS 23rd August 2018.

“The best laid plans of mice and men gang
aft agley.” (Robert Burns)
Our hostess Viv had planned a summer
lunch, in the garden (Bob had cut the grass
specially) with the added bonus of a
flypast by planes en route to the Clacton
Air Show. However the weather dictated
otherwise and we met indoors, all seated
at one table, and enjoyed a delicious meal
and excellent conversation.
As a first course Viv chose a Mary Berry
recipe, made with fish, potatoes and
cauliflower florets in a cream and cheese
sauce. This was followed by a Tesco
recipe, specially chosen for a summer’s
day – a semi-freddo dessert flavoured with lemon curd
and topped with summer fruits. The clean plates were
evidence of how much we enjoyed our meal.
Following tea and coffee, we became very serious,
discussing the problems with present-day banking and
especially the lack of service offered nowadays.
Someone suggested we find a cheerier topic and while
we heard of the benefits of yoga for one of our members,
Viv went off to find a DVD entitled Fairy Tale.

!

We puzzled over this choice until Viv
explained all. Being a caring grandmother
who seeks out treats for her granddaughters
during the holidays, she knew that fairies are
popular with little (and not so little) girls.
Although
the DVD was rather long, it led Viv to find a
business in Colchester called Away with the
Fairies and she took her granddaughters there.
The cost of the items bought, she said, was
more than made up for by the sounds of
delight evoked by everything they saw. What
a lovely grandmother – and an excellent cook,
as we experienced with our meal. Thank you
Viv for all your hard work in preparing such a
splendid lunch.
Birthdays:- Sept 9th Dawn Frame Sept 29th Ann
Stedman Oct 6th
Sandra Putt
Future Events:27th Sept Lunch at The Fox, Layer de la Haye, contact
Liz Threlfall before Mon 24th.
Thurs 25th Oct
Lunch at The Brasserie, Wivenhoe
House. Contact Rachel Hills by Mon 22nd
Thurs 22nd Nov TBA, contact Chris Hill.

